
WINE LIST

OUR SPECIAL SELECTION OF WINES  FROM AROUND BULGARIA, THE OLD AND NEW WORLD

SPARKLING WINES

PROSECCO TREVISO MIONETTO BRUT, ITALY      750 ML / 60,00 BGN

Shiny straw yellow color. Intense, elegant bubbles. Fruit wine with an aroma of apple “Golden variety”   
and taste of liquorice, honey and acacia. 

Variety: Glеrа 

ANNA BLANC DE BLANCS CAVA BRUT, CODORNIU, CATALONIA, SPAIN    750 ML / 80,00 BGN

Presents aromas of citrus and hints of tropical fruits, along with complex aromas of aging,   
which enrich the overall aroma. 

Variety: Chardonnay 

MOËT & CHANDON BRUT IMPÉRIAL, FRANCE      750 ML / 210,00 BGN

Bright and rich, Brut Imperial is distinguished for its vibrant fruitiness, seductive palate and elegant maturity,   
which continuously tempts and delights. 

Variety: Pinot Noir, Chardonnay, Pinot Meunier 

DOM PERIGNON, FRANCE        750 ML / 650,00 BGN

The wine is full of life, with a fresh nose that dances through a spiral of aromas, hints of dried flowers, pineapple,   
coconut, cinnamon, cocoa and tobacco co. Fullness in the mouth, earthy, smoky. The feeling of intensity develops   
and melts into a deep, bright heart, with fruity, exotic ripeness and a light touch of anise. This feeling is clearer at the end,  
 while the notes of spice remain discreet, with a toasted, slightly iodine aroma. Aging for 7 years builds its saturated golden color. 

Variety: Chardonnay, Pinot Noir 

WHITE WINES, BULGARIA

SARVA CHARDONNAY, DIMYAT & SAUV. BLANC DRAGOMIR    750 ML / 50,00 BGN

Beautiful, bright - yellow color with discrete greenish hues. Gentle, elegant flowery tone, focusing on grass and herbs.   
Hints of lime and white gum flavour. The body is balanced and complex, with a refreshing finish aftertaste. 

Variety: Chardonnay, Dimyat & Sauvignon Blanc 

TRAMINER VRACHANSKI MISKET LEVENT       750 ML / 50,00 BGN

This wine shows the nobility of the Traminer variety and the originality of the local variety Vratsa Muscat.   
The two varieties combine the richness of the  terroir of two vineyards from the region of Shumen and Varna.   
The aromas of rose and lychee are complemented by citrus and nutmeg shades. 

Variety: Traminer and Misket 

SAUVIGNON BLANC-LEVENT        750 ML / 50,00 BGN

This wine is from selected Sauvignon Blanc grapes, grown in a cool climate vineyard in the region of Shumen.   
You will find intense tropical and citrus aromas, combined with fresh vegetable and herbaceous accents.   
The taste is subtle and elegant, with a nice crisp finish. 

Variety: Sauvignon Blanc 



BETTER HALF VERMENTINO  750 ML / 65,00 BGN

Sparkling straw yellow color, mature aroma with lemon notes, green apple and forest herbs,   
subtle apricot sensation in the finish. 

Variety: Vermentino 

CHARDONNAY VERA TERRA        750 ML / 60,00 BGN

On top of all white wines from Black Sea Gold Pomorie, the new Vera Terra hand harvested handmade Chardonnay wraps   
the palate with aromas of apple, melon and delicate white chocolate. The accents of toast and baked almonds   
derived from the maturation process in French oak barrels, elegantly blend into the endless aftertaste.  
Spicy notes gently complement the mineral purity that grapes can acquire only in the region of Pomorie. 

Variety: Chardonnay 

ROSE WINES, BULGARIA
SARVA ROSE DRAGOMIR        750 ML / 50,00 BGN

Classic Provençal color - pale “salmon”. Complex nose with white flowers, cherry and red grapefruit.   
Tight, medium body with soft freshness and a delicate spicy finish. 

Variety: Rubin & Mavrud 

LEVENT-ROSE         750 ML / 50,00 BGN

Wine with a delicate pale pink color. Made from specially selected grapes of Pinot Noir and Syrah. As a result   
of the applied cold maceration and fermentation at low temperatures, the wine is well expressed with  
fresh fruit flavors. It is elegant, with a pleasant freshness and detectable shades of berries. 

Variety: Pinot Noir and Syrah 

DRAGOMIR ROSE CEPAGE        750 ML / 80,00 BGN

Pale peach color with delicate onion shades. Elegant mineral nose, with shades of white mushrooms,   
wild strawberries, quinces, linden and fresh white cherries. Tight, fine and drained body with a mineral aftertaste. 

Variety: Cabernet Sauvignon, Mavrud and Rubin 

ROSE TENEVO SELECTION                750 ML / 90.00 BGN

It impresses with a beautiful color of light raspberry, with a magnetic fruit aroma with shades of grapefruit,  
mango, kiwi and lime, and on the taste - with a magnificent harmony and a fresh finish. 

Variety: Syrah, Cabernet Franc & Petit Verdot 

RED WINES, BULGARIA
MAVRUD SARVA DRAGOMIR       750 ML / 50,00 BGN

The aroma is defined by attractive fruit, dominated by black berries, iodine with hints of well-integrated oak,  
vanilla and cinnamon. The body is soft, juicy and well-structured with a strong aroma and an unobtrusive  
detection of tannins at the finish. 

Variety: Mavrud 

SYRAH STALLION         750 ML / 55,00 BGN

Intense cherry blossom with purple shades. Black berries aromas predominate combined with spicy spices.   
Soft and juicy body with fine structure.    

Variety: Syrah 

CABERNET SAUVIGNON BRANDY CASK-RESERVE      750 ML / 55,00 BGN

The wine has intense and concentrated flavors that will fascinate even now, but the hidden power   
of tannins promises opportunity for a long aging. The base of ripe blueberries and red berries combined   
with chocolate and spicy nuances, are complemented by hints of dried grapes derived from the barrels   
of wine brandy. All this adds completeness and maturity of this extraordinary wine, which will continue   
to age beautifully for many years ahead. 

Variety: Cabernet Sauvignon 

BETTER HALF RED BLEND        750 ML / 65,00 BGN

Polished and lively garnet color. Sophisticated and elegant fine wine which offers notes of roasted red peppers,  
 cherries, peppermint and noble sweet spices. Medium to full body with ripe, velvety smooth tannins and   
a very attractive, long, slightly spicy finish, with a hint of dried fruits and herbs. 

Variety: Syrah, Malbec and Carmenere 



CABERNET FRANC & SYRAH VERA TERRA       750 ML / 60,00 BGN

The top of all the red wines from the Black Sea gold Pomorie, the New Vera Terra of Cabernet Fran and   
Syrah varieties captures the explosive aromas of  ripe red fruits, combined with delicate shades of vanilla and coffee.   
The balanced taste  and long finish contribute to the exceptional finish of the wine. 

Variety: Cabernet Franc, Syrah 

DENEB MERLOT         750 ML / 90,00 BGN

Merlot, which attracts the eye with a dense dark red color, deep and velvety. The aroma of the wine is generous   
and more elegantly reminiscent of ripe black cherry, sour cherry and blue plum, intertwined with intense liqueur   
nuances. The velvety tannins give the wine an unforgettable length.  

Variety: Merlot 

DRAGOMIR RESERVE, RUBIN        750 ML / 180,00 BGN

Rich and complex aroma, velvety ripe tannins and full, juicy body. One of the best Bulgarian wines from  
local grape variety Rubin in Bulgaria. 

Variety: Rubin 100% 

BULGARIAN SWEET WINE
BETTER HALF RKATSITELI LATE HARVEST      375 ML / 70,00 BGN

Decadently sweet with amazingly balanced acidity. Great partner for all desserts on the menu. 

Variety: Rkatsiteli 

WHITE WINES FROM AROUND THE WORLD
GIESEN ESTATE SAUV.  BLANC MARLBOROUGH - NEW ZEALAND    750 ML / 80,00 BGN

The spectrum of fruit and fragrances reveals a great depth, tropical notes with a distinctive green profile.  

This wine is an aromatic blend of elder, lime leaves, pink grapefruit and dried herbs. The flavor has a concentrated,   
vibrant citrus focus with a high concentration of fruit and a crisp and bright finish. 

Variety: Sauvignon Blanc 

CANTINA ZACCAGNINI - ITALY 750 ML / 55,00 BGN

Light, brilliant yellow in color with greenish highlights; delicate bouquet, fine and elegant taste,   
aromatic and beautiful harmonious nose. 

Variety: Pinot Grigio 

HEYMANN – LÖWENSTEIN SCHIEFERTERRASSEN RIESLING     750 ML / 85,00 BGN

Aromas of grapefruit and peach. Dry, thick and fresh wine. Moselle, Germany 

Variety: Riesling 100 % 

JEAN-PAUL&BENOIT DROIN CHABLIS - FRANCE       750 ML / 110,00 BGN

Aromas of exotic fruits and hints of peach. You can feel the sea breeze inherent in the real Chablis. It has lemon undertones. 

Variety: Chardonnay 100 % 

ROSE WINES FROM AROUDN THE WORLD
CHATEAU MONTAUD ROSE, COTES DE PROVENCE - FRANCE    750 ML / 50,00 BGN

Lively and tight wine. Slightly acidic with hints of citrus and cherries. As a result of the soil, the finale   
is crisp with mineral colors. 

Variety: Cinsaut, Grenache, Syrah and Tiburоn 

COTE DES ROSES ROSE - FRANCE        750 ML / 80,00 BGN

Brilliant pink with blue hues. Aromas of summer fruits, grapefruit and currant with floral notes of roses. Fresh and balanced taste. 

Variety: Grenache, Cinsaut, Syrah 

TENUTA DELLE TERRE NERE ROSATO - ITALY       750 ML / 90,00 BGN

Incredibly vibrant and aromatic wine. Fruity taste of cherries and strawberries with a unique clean and fresh finish. 

Variety: Nerello Mascalese 

SANGRE DE TORO - SPAIN 750 ML / 50,00 лв.

Tender pale raspberry color and citrus flavor. Our Rose is tough, fragrant and warm, with a fruity touch of quince jam   
and red currant. Unforgettable experience! 

Variety: Garnacha & Carignan 



RED WINES FROM AROUND THE WORLD
SANGRE DE TORO CATALUNYA - SPAIN      750 ML / 50,00 BGN

Deep ruby red color with a hint of ochre. Rich complex Mediterranean aromas with abundant notes of spices and blackberries.   
Velvety tannins stand out on the palate with an elegant sense of liquorice and small berries. 

Variety: Garnacha & Carignan 

LUIGI BOSCA LA LINDA MALBEC - ARGENTINA      750 ML / 55,00 BGN

Bright violet color. Aromas of red fruits, cherries and blackberries, covered with spicy and delicate floral notes.   
The taste is fruity with full texture. Mature tannins and balanced acidity. 

Variety: 100% Malbec 

MONTES CABERNET SAUVIGNON CARMENERE LIMITED - CHILE    750 ML / 75,00 BGN

70% of the wine is aged for seven-months in French oak barrels. Intense red color, aroma of chocolate, cigars,   
coffee with notes of vanilla. 

Variety: 70% Cabernet Sauvignon, 30% Carmenere 

FAMILLE PERRIN RESERVE COTES DU RHONE ROUGE - FRANCE     750 ML / 65,00 BGN

Dark ruby color with purple hues. The nose is intense, fermented cherries and liquorish. Bodied with generous attack,  
pleasant freshness and elegant tannins. This well-balanced wine is a typical expression of the southern Rhone   
with aftertaste of thyme and rosemary. 

Variety: Grenache, Mourvèdre and Syrah 

PORTO RUBY, RAMOS PINTO, DOURO, PORTUGAL     750 ML / 70,00 BGN

Strong, fruity aromas characteristic of the varieties used in wine production. Base notes include cherry,   
blackberry, plum and raspberry with a slight hint of cinnamon. 

Variety: Touriga Franca, Tinta Barocca 

GERARD BERTRAND PRIMA NATURE – VEGAN, FRANCE      750 ML / 80,00 BGN

This wine is born from the knowledge of Gerard Bertrand and his oenologists, who have unique experience in the production   
of wine without sulfites. Wines are grown according to organic and biodynamic standards, which requires high quality grapes.   
The Prima Nature series provides a unique terroir experience while protecting the environment. 

Variety: Syrah 

DOG POINT VINEYARD, MARLBOROUGH, NEW ZEALAND      750 ML / 190,00 BGN

A bright, perfumed expression of Pinot Noir from Marlborough, coming from slopes with clay soil. The taste of grapes   
is enhanced by hints of dried herbs, characteristic brown spices and complex smoky. On the palate you can feel   
the dense body of juicy fruits and bold, fine-grained, ripe tannins. This wine has all the qualities of aged Pinot Noir from Marlborough. 

Variety: Pinot Noir 

ALL WINES CONTAIN SULPHITES. 

‘’LIFE IS TOO SHORT TO DRINK BAD WINE’’

JOHANN WOLFGANG VON GOETHE

CHEERS

THANK YOU FOR CHOOSING THE RILA HOTEL!




